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Grow Your Facebook Page to 1 MILLION LIKES!Facebook is the most popular social media

platform today. With over 1.9 billion monthly active users this platform boasts a truly global reach. I

have been involved in the marketing industry for a long time, from television ads to infomercials I

always loved my job. Recently, I have grasped the opportunities offered by the power of social

media to expand my reach to a global audience. Never before have I felt so powerful and well

connected to my audience.Throughout my career I have grown eight Facebook pages to over 1

million likes Ã¢â‚¬â€œ thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a massive audience you are able to interact with every day,

for FREE.  Millions of Potential Customers available with just a Click of a Button In this book I will

explain key digital marketing strategies I have developed to quickly capture and engage a large

audience and hence grow any Facebook page massively. From launching effective ad campaigns to

outsourcing and building a monetary income from your page, this book will teach everything you

need to grow a Facebook page to 1 million likes in the first 6 months! Inside You Will

Learn...Fundamental Concepts for Digital Marketing All about  Facebook Advertising The secrets to 

Facebook Analytics How to earn MONEY from your page How to outsource your page Blueprint to

100,000 followersBlueprint to 1 Million followers
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This is a great book if you start working on Facebook marketing. Basically saying, this is a good

instructional book on how to use facebook effectively for marketing or other business purposes.

Social media is considered as the cheapest way to introduce products to a customer worldwide.

This book shares different methods of using these social media platforms and also guides about

taking care of your loyal customer's step by step. This is a great book if you start working on

Facebook marketing.

Being a Self Publisher it is very important to reach as many people as you can. It sounds easy but is

a whloe lot difficult. Facebook gives you more than 1 billion daily active users and if you can reach

them, you will be at the paramount of your business and this book makes it happen...

The book gives you good insights on how facebook marketing works, the tips and tricks shared by

the author are very straight forward and explaind really well. This book is perfect for newbies at

facebook marketing.

Informative and helpful. Specific tips and reasons why you will benefit from the advice. The low cost

proposal is worth trying.

1. Pamela Russell will teach us how to get 1 million likes on Facebook in 6 months? Lets see, how

many likes does she have on Facebook? For God's sake, I can't even find her Facebook fanpage.2.

In chapter 4, she talks about bots..."The key part of your page growth is commenting and liking on

every post coming from similar pages and similar hashtags. Searching and posting 500 comments a

day-beleive me-requires a lot of time! To speed up the process, Facebook bots have been

developed to automatically do this for you. For a very small investent sum bots can search pages,

search hashtags, post coments and like on your behalf. and example of a bot with this capability is

followliker,...."Really? followliker, is a Twitter marketing bot, and not Facebook marketing bot.If

anyone thinks I am wrong, please comment and correct me....She goes on .... "but there are many

(bots) out there."Which ones do you have in mind sweetheart?She continues.... Make sure you do

search into all available (search into? or look into? sounds like a rip off with article rewrite) bots,

learn their capabilities and finally choose the one best suited to your social media



requirement.Really? You cant even name the bots? Even the one you mention, is not even a

Facebook bot!!!If I have to do all the research, why do I need your book?Total waste of money and

time. Its like reading an essay written by a high schooler who rips of bunch of info from here and

there and rewritten in their own words.I challenge that the author has no actual experience in the

field.Although, the book has some useful info, it can be found all over the internet. You can get far

more info from emails you receive when you subscribe to email, of someone like Neil Patel for

example (no, I am no way related Neil) or Gary Vaynerchuck, etc

Marketing a product is not that simple it needs effective strategy. It said that based on a study,

Facebook is a better source, not saying I should ignore others, but my attention should mostly focus

on Facebook for marketing purposes. I recommend this book to those who wants to start doing a

marketing advertisement thru Facebook.

Great practical information in here on how to do some great Facebook marketing including

strategies to get to 1 million page likes! I know that is a bit of a goal, but this read will tell you how to

get there step by step, among other marketing strategies, such as shoutout 2 shoutout.

I didn't like this book for several reasons.1) It's makes BIG promises that most people can't

achieve2) It has EXTENSIVE spelling and grammatical errors3) This book alone probably won't

provide enough information to make you successful
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